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INTERIOR CATALOG

BREAD FITTINGS
Loaf, pita, baguette, flat bread or bagel? – Variations on bread are 
virtually endless. Perhaps not very surprising, as bread has been 
baked for over 6,000 years!

Bread has often played an important symbolic role in our 
cultures, both politically and religiously. There is simply something 
magic about breaking a piece of fresh, fragrant and newly baked 
bread. Maybe with your favourite topping?

Butikkonsult’s fitting concept for bread includes a complete 
range for both store-baked and supplier-baked bread. 

Our standard materials can be found on page 3.
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SB100001-998 

BREAD CABINET KRING-
LAN

Bread cabinet

A spacious bread cabinet for a good display of the bakery and 
bake off unit.  Available in 2 heights.

ART. NO.   DESCRIPTION   WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

SB100001-998  Bread cabinet   899 618 1652

SB100003-998  Bread cabinet   899 618 2035

BREAD
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-SB100011-998 

INTERIOR CATALOG

Open bread cabinet

An open cabinet that opens without doors and simplifies the 
purchase process for the customer.  Available in 2 heights.

ART. NO.   DESCRIPTION   WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

-SB100011-998  Bread cabinet open  899 618 1652

-SB100013-998  Bread cabinet open  899 618 2035

Bread cabinet in material sample – Arabica Walnut
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End panel for bread cabinet

The bread cabinets do not have end panels and placing the 
cabinets in a line creates lightness and space. However, you need 
and end panel to create a completely closed cabinet at the end or 
a standalone cabinet.

ART.NO.  DESCRIPTION    WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

SB100002-998 End panel right for bread cabinet  56 600 1652

SB100012-998 End panel left for bread cabinet  56 600 1652

SB100004-998 End panel right for bread cabinet  56 600 2034

SB100014-998 End panel left for bread cabinet  56 600 2034

Plastic end panel for bread cabinet

The plastic end panel cannot be built on and is used in those 
cases where one wants to fit the cabinet in a 900 section, or, 
alternatively, dividing end panels between two cabinets.

ART. NO.  DESCRIPTION    WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

SB200000  Plastic end panel left for bread cabinet 480 30 1074

SB200002  Plastic end panel right for bread cabinet 480 30 1074

SB200005  Plastic end panel left for bread cabinet 480 30 1456

SB200006  Plastic end panel right for bread cabinet 480 30 1456

Bread cabinet with end panels

Bread cabinet with plastic end panels

BREAD
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-SB300013-024

INTERIOR CATALOG

Shelf package for bread cabinet 

(incl. lighting)

To equip the cabinet with shelves, there are separate shelf 
packages complete with lighting. 4 shelves is suitable for the low 
cabinet and 5 shelves for the high cabinet.  
The shelf packages include lighting.

ART. NO.  DESCRIPTION    WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

WIRE SHELVES

-SB300001  -Shelf package 4 wire shelves  898 430 125

-SB300002  -Shelf package 5 wire shelves  898 430 125

RIBBED SHELVES

-SB100015  -Shelf package with 4 ribbed shelves  898 430 125

-SB100016  -Shelf package with 5 ribbed shelves  898 430 125

BAR SHELVES*

-SB300003  -Shelf package KRINGLAN tube shelf Black 873 440 150

-SB300004  -Shelf package KRINGLAN tube shelf Black 873 440 260

*Tube shelves available with two different shelf front heights. Low cabinets – space for 3 shelves with low 

front or 2 with high front. High cabinets – space for 4 shelves with low front or 3 with high front.

Baguette wire shelf

Complement KRINGLAN with baguette shelves! 
Height wise  2 fit into both low and the high cabinet.

-SB300013-024

WIDTH: 815
DEPTH:  549
HEIGHT:  488

Open bread cabinet (-SB100013-998) with shelf package (-SB100016)

Open bread cabinet (-SB100011-998) with shelf package (-SB300003)

Bread cabinet (SB100001-998) with 2 baguette shelves (-SB300013)
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SB10005-998 SB10006-998

BAG TOWER KRINGLAN

Bag tower

The bread cabinet KRINGLAN is equipped with a bag tower at 
the bottom, but you can also combine with a complementary bag 
tower The shelves are movable and each bag tower is delivered 
with 1 shelf for baguette bags.

ART. NO.  DESCRIPTION    WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

SB100005-998  Bag tower     340 600 1650

SB100006-998  Bag tower     340 600 2032

End panel for bag tower

To create a stylish end after the bag tower, there are end panels 
for both the right and left sides and for both heights.

ART. NO.  DESCRIPTION    WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

SB100007-998 End panel right for bag towers  56 600 1652

SB100008-998 End panel left for bag towers  56 600 1652

SB100009-998 End panel right for bag towers  56 600 2034

SB100010-998 End panel left for bag towers  56 600 2034

Removable front

Complement KRINGLAN with a removable front when a bag 
towers is used.

SB100017-998

WIDTH: 860
DEPTH: 19
HEIGHT: 134

Bag tower SB10005-998
End panel SB100008-998

Removable front

BREAD
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-SB300103-998

Base frames

The bread table for supplier bread. LIMPAN is stand-based and  
the base frame is available as a start or follow-up section. The 
package contains three wooden shelves of different depths and 
the generously sized bottom shelf that gives the bread table its 
unique properties.

ART. NO.  DESCRIPTION    WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

-SB300103-998 -Base frame LIMPAN start   925 1797 1615

-SB300104-998 -Base frame LIMPAN follow-up  900 1797 1615

BREAD TABLE LIMPAN

BREAD
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SB100122-998

INTERIOR CATALOG

End panel

End panels for the bread table that creates an end to the section 
and allows for an even larger display area. There are two different 
heights adapted to stands, with or without a stand extension.

ART. NO.  DESCRIPTION    WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

SB100102-998 End panel LIMPAN    19 1790 1650

Lighting package

To equip the bread table with lighting there is a separate lighting 

package. A simple and effective way to further enhance the display.

-SB100104

Bread table in material sample – 436 Riverside Oak
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SB100112-998

END PANEL DISPLAY LIMPAN

End panel display

A complete end panel display package with shelves, slatwalls and an 

end panel sloping shelf.

-SB100103-998

WIDTH: 1760
DEPTH: 620
HEIGHT: 1576

End panel sloping shelf

End panel sloping shelf for less exposure.

SB100103-998

WIDTH: 1760
DEPTH: 600
HEIGHT: 400

End panel sloping shelf

End panel sloping shelf for delivery crates with two levels. The 
lower part has wheels and is easy to pull out. The width is  adapted 
to one or two crates.

ART. NO.  DESCRIPTION    WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

SB100112-998 Sloping shelf LIMPAN delivery crates  1245 463 565

SB100113-998 Sloping shelf LIMPAN delivery crates  1845 463 565

-SB100103-998 End panel display package complete 
with shelves and end panel sloping shelf

BREAD
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-SB300026-016

SHALLOW SECTION KAKAN

Base frames

Shallow bread section for supplier bread. KAKAN is stand-based 
and the base frame is available as a start or follow-up section. The 
package contains four wooden shelves of different depths for 
excellent display.

ART. NO.  DESCRIPTION    WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

-SB300026-016 -Base frame start    925 1190 1615

-SB300027-016 -Base frame follow-up    914 1190 1615

BREAD
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SB100115-998

INTERIOR CATALOG

End panel

The end panel creates an end to the section and allows for an 
even larger display area.

SB100115-998

WIDTH: 1150
DEPTH: 19
HEIGHT: 1650
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-SB100107-998

-SB100020-998

-SB100108-998

INTERIOR CATALOG

SLOPING SHELVES FOR 
BREAD

Sloping shelf KAVRINGEN

A good and generously sized sloping shelf for supplier bread. The 
bottom can be placed in 2 different modes to create the surface 
that you need.

ART. NO.  DESCRIPTION    WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

-SB100108-998 Bread sloping shelf KAVRINGEN  888 1003 1173

-SB100114-998 Bread sloping shelf KAVRINGEN  888 1264 1312

Bread sloping shelf KRANSEN

Bread sloping shelf bakery and bake off products. Very spacious 
sloping shelf with a loose back that can be used to limit the 
surface. Easy to clean with a crumb box, bad compartments and 
sturdy acrylic doors with damped hinges.

-SB100107-998

WIDTH: 888
DEPTH: 1003
HEIGHT: 1173

Bread sloping shelf KRUTONGEN

ART. NO.  DESCRIPTION    WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

-SB100020-998 -Bread sloping shelf KRUTONGEN full pallet 1240 840 930

-SB100021-998 -Bread sloping shelf KRUTONGEN half pallet 640 840 930
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-SB100109-998

-SB100111-998

SB300026-016

Bread sloping shelf BULLEN

Bread sloping shelf bakery and bake off products. Standalone 
sloping shelf that can also be placed in a row. 2 separate 
display areas. Bag compartment in the middle. The bottom 
plate can be placed in 2 different modes to create the surface 
that you need. Crumb box on both sides, sturdy acrylic doors 
with damped hinges.

-SB100109-998

WIDTH: 1023
DEPTH: 1023
HEIGHT: 1028

Bread sloping shelf MUNKEN

-SB100111-998

WIDTH: 1023
DEPTH: 420
HEIGHT: 1028

Baguette bag holder BULLEN

Bag holder adapted for baguette bags that are placed over the 
bag compartment on the sloping shelf BULLEN.

SB300026-016

WIDTH: 600
DEPTH: 130
HEIGHT: 130

BREAD
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514001515000

-SB300114

INTERIOR CATALOG

ACCESSORIES

Bread baskets

Bread baskets made of plastic that are water resistant and can be 
washed in the dishwasher.

ART. NO.  DESCRIPTION    WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT

515000  Bread basket rectangular    550 450 120

514001  Bread basket baguette    Ø300 - 380

Tongs holder KRINGLAN

Tongs holder incl. tongs, recoiling wire and wire compartment.

-SB300114

BASE: 64x64 mm
TONGS: 283 mm
WIRE: 3 m

Smudge tray KRINGLAN

Smudge tray in transparent plastic that is dishwasher safe.  
Fits the bread cabinet KRINGLAN – two trays per shelf.

CBC 200602

WIDTH: 400
DEPTH: 430
HEIGHT: 70
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